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ABSTRACT
A key capability of morally competent robots is to reject or question
potentially immoral human commands. However, robot rejections
of inappropriate commands must be phrased with great care and
tact. Previous research has shown that failure to calibrate the “face
threat" in a robot’s command rejection to the severity of the norm
violation in the command can lead humans to perceive the robot as
inappropriately harsh and can needlessly decrease robot likeability.
However, it is well-established that gender plays a significant role
in determining linguistic politeness norms and that people have
a powerful natural tendency to gender robots. Yet, the effect of
robotic gender presentation on these noncompliance interactions
is not well understood. We present an experiment that explores
the effects of robot and human gender on perceptions of robots in
noncompliance interactions, and find evidence of a complicated
interplay between these gendered factors. Our results suggest that
(1) it may be more favorable for a male robot to reject commands
than for a female robot to do so, (2) it may be more favorable to
reject commands given by a male human than by a female human,
and (3) that robots may be perceived more favorably when their
gender matches that of human interactants and observers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) researchers are increasingly turning to natural language to allow robots to communicate fluidly and
easily with most humans [33, 34]. Much of this communication is
task-oriented, and the human role is largely to command and task
robots [53]. Even so, robots should not blindly follow every human
directive that they receive. Indeed, there are many sensible reasons
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for a robot to reject a command, ranging from physical inability
to moral objection [6]. Rejecting commands based on moral impermissibility is especially important as robots’ abilities increase
because the number of permissible commands that the robot is incapable of following will decrease, and the number of impermissible
commands the robot is capable of following will grow.
The ability to tactfully reject inappropriate commands is critical
due to the potential influence robots may wield within their moral
ecosystems. Human morality is dynamic and malleable [19], and
human moral norms are shaped not only by human community
members, but also by the technologies with which they interact
[20, 50]. Given social robots’ persuasive capacity over humans
[5, 30], potential to hold ingroup social status [16], and appearance
as moral and social agents (cf. Jackson and Williams [26]), these
robots wield uniquely impactful moral influence relative to other
technologies. Previous research has even shown that robots may
inadvertently weaken human application of moral norms simply
by asking questions about immoral commands [25].
Robot rejections of inappropriate commands must be phrased
with great care and tact. Research has shown that failure to do
so can lead humans to perceive a robot as inappropriately harsh
and decrease robot likeability unnecessarily [23]. Critically, robot
command rejections can be perceived as either too harsh or not
harsh enough, depending on the context and the phrasing chosen,
so robots must dynamically adjust their adherence to politeness
norms according to their context [23].
Some recent research examining phrasing in robotic command
rejections has considered adjusting politeness based on the impermissibility of the human’s command being rejected. However, this
research did not consider gender, despite using an implicitly female
robot, which we view as an oversight given the well-established and
significant impact that gender has on linguistic politeness norms
in human-human interaction (see Section 2.2).
We present a behavioral ethics experiment designed to investigate the role of gender stereotypes in human perceptions of robotic
noncompliance. Our results suggest that (1) it may be more favorable for a male robot to reject commands than for a female robot to
do so, (2) it may be more favorable to reject commands given by a
male human than by a female human, and (3) that robots may be
perceived more favorably when their gender matches that of human
interactants and observers. The remainder of this paper begins with
a survey of related work from several fields in Section 2. We then
describe our experiment and analyze its results in Sections 3 and 4.
Finally, we present our concluding remarks and possible avenues
for future research in Section 5.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we will begin with a brief overview of the concepts
of “face" and “face threat" from politeness theory, which form the
basis for our understanding of how different command rejection
phrasings may be more or less appropriate according to context.
Next, we review the impacts of gender on politeness norms and
perceived politeness in human-human interactions. Though gender
and politeness can vary across cultures, we consider a western perspective for consistency with our participant pool. We then present
a few studies concerning gender in artificial agents, but without
specific attention to linguistic politeness and noncompliance. Finally, we discuss previous work from the HRI literature on robotic
noncompliance and moral criticism.

2.1

Politeness, Face, and Face Threat

Central to our exploration of phrasing and gender in command
rejection is the concept of “face threat" from politeness theory [7].
Face, consisting of positive face and negative face, is the public selfimage that all members of society want to preserve and enhance for
themselves. Negative face is defined as an agent’s claim to freedom
of action and freedom from imposition. Positive face consists of an
agent’s self-image and wants, and the desire that these be approved
of by others. A discourse act that damages or threatens either of
these components of face for the addressee or the speaker is a
face threatening act. The degree of face threat in an interaction
depends on the disparity in power between the interactants, the
social distance between the interactants, and the imposition of
the topic or request comprising the interaction. Various linguistic
politeness strategies exist to decrease the face threat to an addressee
when threatening face is unavoidable or desirable.
Commands and requests threaten the negative face of the addressee, while command rejections, especially those issued for
moral reasons, threaten the positive face of the commander by
expressing disapproval of the desire motivating the command. Research specifically examining command refusals found that linguistic framing of the reason for noncompliance varies along three
dimensions relevant to face threat: willingness, ability, and focus on
the requester [28]. It is unclear how these three dimensions pertain
to robotic refusals. For example, in human-human refusals with low
expressed willingness, the degree of expressed ability influences
the threat to the requester’s positive face. This finding is important
because, when a human refuses a request for moral reasons, there
is often sufficient ability but not willingness. The same is not necessarily true for robots that may be programmed with an inability
to act immorally. The dimensions of willingness and ability therefore become tangled in agents lacking true, unconstrained moral
agency. We also note that this prior research focuses on threats to
the face of the refuser. However, robots have no face needs, and we
therefore disregard threats to robots’ face. Our work focuses on the
face threat that robots present to humans by refusing requests.
Previous work found evidence that the optimal robotic command
rejection should carry a face threat proportional to the severity of
the normative infraction in the command being rejected [23]. In
other words, commands presenting severe norm violations should
be rejected more face threateningly than commands presenting less
severe norm violations, and vice versa.

2.2

Gender and Politeness

Gender plays an integral role in performance and perceptions of
linguistic politeness norms in human-human interactions. The concept of politeness has (implicitly) underlied a great deal of previous
gender and language research, at least since the 1970s [35]. Older
work has argued that women are typically more polite or more deferential than men, whereas more modern studies have challenged
these notions, calling for a more context-dependent and nuanced
view of gender, politeness, and their relationship [35, 36].
These works present a model of gender identity and politeness
that sees both as closely inter-related performative acts that unfold
over the course of every interaction. As one interactant performs
their gender identity and speaks with various linguistic markers
of (im)politeness, the other imposes judgments of (im)politeness
informed by their beliefs regarding gender-appropriate behavior.
Thus, gender is important in both performing and perceiving politeness, but not in fixed and definitive ways that might be easily
programmable.
For example, professional women working in male-dominated
environments may feel called upon to perform stereotypically masculine linguistic speech patterns (e.g., directness, interruption, or
verbal banter) to fit in with their professional community of practice. However, others within that environment may consider such
behaviors inappropriate for women in general. Stereotypical feminine gender identity is largely constructed around supportive and
cooperative behavior, leading, for example, assertiveness to be categorized as impoliteness. In general, many linguistic resources that
index power, including face threatening acts in general, also indirectly index masculinity, and may be seen as inappropriate for
women [36]. Past feminist research often cited women as using
“powerless" speech (e.g., indirectness, deference, hesitation, etc.)
[31], and, though it is now clear that this stereotype was based
primarily on white middle-class women and that not all women
use this type of language, it nonetheless remains indexing of femininity for many communities regardless of the value or function
they place on it [36]. We thus hypothesize that female-presenting
robots will be viewed less favorably than male-presenting robots in
noncompliance interactions. The association between masculinity
and power, and other work linking masculinity to entitlement [22],
leads us to further hypothesize that the robot will be viewed less
favorably by male participants and less favorably when rejecting
commands from a male human.
We also cannot assume that an utterance or exchange may be
inherently polite or impolite in and of itself, but rather must account
for listener assessments of the speaker’s intentions and motivations,
and the corresponding assessments of the gender-appropriateness
thereof. This helps us explain, for example, the use of extreme
insults, that would appear to significantly threaten the listener’s
positive face, to signal in-group solidarity, particularly in masculine
groups [11, 36]. To frame this idea in terms of face threat, we must
view a face threatening utterance not as inherently face threatening
on its own, but rather as interpreted as face threatening given
the speaker’s perceived intentions, the context, and the mediating
gender norms.
Some researchers have advocated for a theoretical framework
treating impoliteness on its own terms rather than in relation to

politeness [14, 36]. However, for purposes of the present study, we
believe that the face threat model of politeness, understood with
context, gender, and intention as mediating factors, is the clearest
lens through which to analyze our results. Thus, we view speech
acts as lying on a continuous spectrum from impolite to polite, but
emphasize that this is a spectrum of assessment rather than quality.
However, this assessment is not a matter of individual judgment
alone, since it is constructed within institutional and community
norms that define appropriate linguistic behavior. Gender is important in this respect, since women and men1 may be perceived to
have different claims or rights to a position within the public sphere,
and, therefore, different bounds on appropriate behavior [36].

2.3

Gender and Artificial Agents

Artificial social agents like robots do not have gender identities in
the same way that humans do. Regardless, humans have a powerful natural tendency to ascribe gender to these artificial agents.
Even machines with minimal gender cues generate gender-based
stereotypic responses in humans [38].
Nass et al. [38] found that people (subconsciously) view evaluation from a male-voiced computer as more valid than evaluation
from a female-voiced computer, and view socially dominant behavior from a female-voiced computer as less friendly than the
same behavior from a male-voiced computer, even when voice was
the only gender cue. Furthermore, there was weaker evidence that
people conditionally assume that a female-voiced computer would
know more about love and relationships, while a male-voiced computer would know more about computers (a stereotypically male
topic at the time). Similarly, Eyssel and Hegel [15] found that visual
cues as simple as hair length cause gendering of robots, with a
shorter-haired “male" robot being perceived as more agentic than a
longer-haired “female" robot, and the longer-haired “female" robot
being perceived as more communal. Additionally, stereotypically
male tasks were perceived as more suitable for the shorter-haired
robot relative to the longer-haired robot, and vice versa. These findings indicate that any suggestion of gender in a given technology,
however minor, may trigger stereotypic responses, and that the
unintentional human tendency to gender stereotype is extremely
powerful, extending even to machines.
Robot gendering can affect human perceptions of robots in other
ways beyond the stereotypes described above. People appear to
prefer female-presenting robots for in-home use [9]. Studies also
indicate that humans generally prefer robots whose gender presentation matches stereotypes for their occupational role (e.g., malepresenting robots in security roles and female-presenting robots
in healthcare roles) [49]. However, other work shows that malepresenting robots are perceived as more emotionally intelligent
than female-presenting robots [10]. We believe that these differences in perceptions of differently gendered robots may well extend
to application of linguistic politeness norms.
Robot gendering impacts not only human perceptions of robots,
but also human behavior. For example, robotic gender markers
appear to interact with human gender identity to mediate a robot’s
persuasive capacity. One experiment found that human men were
1 Various nonbinary gender identities exist and are, of course, perfectly valid. However,

they are unfortunately outside the scope of this early work on robot gender.

more likely to obey a monetary donation request from a femalepresenting robot than from a male-presenting robot, while human
women showed little preference [44]. In the same experiment, people tended to rate the robot presenting as the opposite sex as more
credible, trustworthy, and engaging. For trust and engagement, this
effect was stronger for male humans than for female humans.
Some designers have attempted to avoid or minimize the ascription of gender to their artificial entities. For example, the artificial
voice “Q” is intended to be the first genderless artificial voice, and
aims to replace gendered voices in digital assistants like Apple’s Siri
and Microsoft’s Cortana (both female) [37]. However, even with a
genderless voice, other gender signifiers like name, morphology,
role, pragmatic speech choices (e.g., directness vs. indirectness), etc.
may result in artificial entities with the Q voice being implicitly
gendered in other ways. It remains to be seen whether it is possible
to prevent ascriptions of gender to robots, and it is open for debate
whether we, as designers, should.
Alongside any gender cues that a robot may possess, human
gender also influences perceptions of robots. Studies have indicated
that women feel less comfortable having a robot in their home
than do men [9]. In fact, men appear to feel more positively about
robots overall relative to women, with particularly strong differences emerging in regards to entertainment and sex robots [51].
There is also evidence that men tend to think of robots as more
“human-like" than do women, and accordingly respond in more
socially desirable ways to robot-administered surveys [43]. Furthermore, men show some evidence of “social facilitation" effects
(differences in task performance when colocated with other social
agents as opposed to being alone) in the presence of a humanoid
robot, whereas women do not [43]. Research has found that robotic
use of certain politeness modifiers in speech is most effective when
interacting with female humans [46]. As a whole, the existing research suggests that artificial entities’ gender presentations interact
with context and human gender in complex ways that cannot be
reduced to a few simple dimensions or explanations [12].

2.4

Linguistic Robotic Noncompliance

Some existing work attempts to generate natural language utterances to communicate the cause of failure in unachievable tasks [39].
We believe that the next step is to justify robotic noncompliance
in more natural, tactful, and succinct language, especially in cases
where commands need to be rejected on moral grounds, and to do
so with an awareness of the gendered nature of the norms involved.
Previous work has acknowledged the importance of rejecting
commands on moral grounds [6]. However, this previous command
rejection framework focuses much more on whether a command
should be rejected than on how. It remains unclear how best to
realize such rejections linguistically.
Other research has investigated robot responses to normative
infractions using affective displays and verbal protests [5] or humorous rebukes [29]. However, these are only a small subset of
possible responses and are not sensitive to context. These responses
also do not suffice when a robot absolutely cannot comply with a
command for moral reasons.

Some researchers have realized the importance of adjusting pragmatic aspects of utterance realization (e.g., politeness and directness) to features of social context (e.g., formality and urgency),
without specifically considering command rejection or infraction
severity [18]. Other work has highlighted the need for more comprehensive command rejection systems in cases of norm violating
commands [24, 52], and we hope to use the results of our current
study to inform the design of such a system.
The study most closely related to this one examined phrasing in
robotic command rejections and found that the degree of face threat
in a command rejection should be proportional to the severity of the
norm violation motivating that rejection [23]. Failure to properly
calibrate the face threat in a command rejection led to perceptions
of the robot as inappropriately harsh, and reduced robot likeability.
However, this experiment was conducted with a robot (the Softbank
Pepper) that was implicitly feminine in both voice and morphology,
which we believe had significant mediating effects on subjects’
application of politeness norms and perceptions of the robot.

3

METHODS

We conducted a human subjects experiment using the psiTurk
framework [21] for Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing
platform [8]. One advantage of Mechanical Turk is that it is more
successful at reaching a broad demographic sample of the US population than traditional studies using university students [13], though
it is not entirely free of population biases [45].

3.1

Experimental Design

In our experiment, participants watched videos in which a human
gave a robot a morally problematic request, and the robot rejected
the request. Participants were randomly assigned to conditions in
a 2×2×2×2×2 (participant gender ×human requester gender ×robot
gender presentation ×severity of moral infraction in human’s request ×face threat of robot’s response) mixed design. The first three
factors (i.e., all factors of gender) were between subjects. The other
two factors (i.e., the human’s request and the robot’s response) were
within subjects factors such that each participant was exposed to
all four request/response pairings. Participants answered survey
questions after each request/response video pair.
We chose a within-subjects design for our non-gender factors
to allow participants to answer survey questions in relation to
previous requests/responses. In previous unpublished experiments,
we found that it was difficult to interpret participant responses
to these types of unitless questions without a meaningful point
of reference. Seeing multiple interactions allows participants to
use previous interactions as points of reference when answering
questions about subsequent interactions. To control for priming
and carry-over effects, we used a counterbalanced Latin Square
design to determine the order in which each participant saw each
request/response pair.
Our experiment took place within the context of a board game
instruction task in which a robot teaches two humans how to play a
board game. An introductory video showed the robot teaching the
humans how to play the classic naval combat board game “Battleship". We chose Battleship because, as a simple hidden information
game, it is easy for the robot to explain and it is feasible for the robot

to be asked to violate norms in multiple ways. The human’s morally
problematic request took place when their opponent, also human,
got a phone call and left the room. The two possible requests were
“Hey [Bob / Alice], can you give me a hint about how to win this
game?" (low severity norm violation) and “Hey [Bob / Alice], is that
[his / her] wallet on the table? Can you check to see if there’s any
money in it?" (high severity norm violation). These directives were
chosen to be believably feasible for the robot to follow, while also
presenting different degrees of moral impermissibility. Previous unpublished experiments where human subjects viewed our request
videos without seeing the robot’s response found that perceptions
of the permissibility of the hint request were roughly uniformly
distributed on the spectrum from impermissible to permissible, and
the hint request was perceived as a moderately severe norm violation. The request to look in the wallet was regarded as much less
permissible and much more severe.
The robot’s two responses to the human’s morally problematic
request were designed to present two different levels of face threat.
The lower face threat response is “Are you sure that you should be
asking me to do that?" This response has the locutionary structure
of a question, but the true illocutionary force behind the utterance
is to express disapproval of the request by highlighting the moral
infraction therein. This type of indirectness is a classic politeness
strategy [7]. The higher face threat response is “You shouldn’t ask
me to do that. It’s wrong!" This response is a rebuke that overtly
admonishes the requester, thus presenting an increased threat to
face, and appealing directly to morality.
In order to control the robot’s perceived gender, we employed a
number of stereotypical gender markers. The robot’s gender markers included its name, which the humans used to greet it (Bob for
male and Alice for female), its voice (male-gendered vs. femalegendered text to speech software), and the color of its subtitles in
the videos (blue for male and pink for female). Throughout the
rest of this paper, we will refer to the male-presenting robot as
“male" and the female-presenting robot as “female". Our videos have
subtitles color coded by speaker so that all dialogue was clear to
participants. We used the Nao robot from SoftBank Robotics because we believe that its morphology is not clearly gendered, or at
least less so than the Pepper robot used in previous motivating experiments [23]. Figure 1 shows the Nao robot used in this study and
the Pepper robot used in previous related research, and describes
why we believe that Pepper’s morphology is implicitly feminine.

3.2

Metrics

Our metrics of interest are perceived robot likeability, harshness,
directness, and politeness. To measure robot likeability, we used
the five-question Godspeed III Likeability survey [3]. To measure
the perceived harshness, directness, and politeness of robot responses, we asked participants to evaluate the robot using 7-point
Likert-type items, with 1 = not [polite/direct/harsh] enough, 4 =
appropriate, 7 = too [polite/direct/harsh].

3.3

Procedure

After providing informed consent and demographic information
(age and gender), participants answered questions regarding a tensecond test video to verify that their audio and video were working

Figure 1: Left: The Pepper robot from SoftBank Robotics
used in a previous study of phrasing in noncompliance interactions [23]. We did not use this robot because we believe
its morphology is implicitly feminine, with a narrow waist,
wide hip joint, and a skirt-like shape to the lower half.
Right: The Nao robot from SoftBank Robotics used in our
experiment. We believe that the Nao’s morphology is less
clearly gendered. The Nao is 58cm tall. Pepper is 122cm tall.
properly. Participants then watched a short (roughly one minute)
video to introduce them to the context of the HRI in our experiment.
A frame of this video is shown in Figure 2. This video showed two
humans, one presenting as male and one presenting as female based
on mainstream American gender markers, entering a room with a
robot. The robot itself presented as male to half of the participants,
and as female to the other half depending on the experimental
condition. The video showed the robot teaching the humans how
to play the classic naval combat board game “Battleship".

his or her morally problematic request of the robot. Which human
makes the request depends on the participant’s experimental condition, but is consistent across all four request/response pairs. The
request video is immediately followed by the response video, which
shows the robot responding to the human’s request with one of
the two possible responses described previously. The human shows
no reaction to this response. After watching each of these video
pairings, participants completed a post-test survey for each of our
four metrics of interest.
Finally, after all four request/response videos and survey repetitions, participants were shown images of four robots and asked
which robot appeared in the previous videos as an attention check,
allowing us to ensure that all participants actually viewed the experimental materials with some level of attention.

3.4

120 US subjects were recruited from Mechanical Turk. One participant was excluded from our analysis for answering the final
attention check question incorrectly. Another participant identified
as gender nonbinary and was also excluded from our analysis, leaving 118 participants (54 female, 64 male). While nonbinary genders
are just as pertinent to our research as binary gender identities, a
single participant is insufficient data to learn anything meaningful
about nonbinary genders in HRI, and an experiment with a greater
focus on nonbinary gender identities is outside of the scope of
this work. Participant ages ranged from 21 to 69 years (M=37.36,
SD=11.29). Participants were paid $1.01 for completing the study.

4

Participants then completed a pretest questionnaire to obtain
baseline values for the robot’s likeability, politeness, and directness.
We do not take a pretest measure for perceived harshness because
that measure only makes sense in the context of a specific robot
utterance (i.e., a response to a human request).
Participants then watched videos showing all four possible pairings of human requests with robotic responses, with the order of
these four videos counterbalanced according to a 4x4 Latin Square
Design. Each request/response pair begins with a request video,
wherein the two humans are playing battleship, one receives a
phone call and leaves the room, and the remaining human makes

RESULTS

We analyze our data using the JASP software package [27]. Though
previous work used a Bayesian statistical framework for analysis [23], and this approach has many advantages, a full factor
Bayesian repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA)
with our 2×2×2×2×2 experimental design is computationally infeasible on current hardware. We therefore use the more common
frequentest statistical framework. We use a significance level of
0.05. All post hoc tests used the Bonferroni correction.

4.1

Figure 2: The humans, robot, and setting used in our videos.

Participants

Likeability

We analyzed likability gain scores (differences from pretest scores
after each observed interaction) using a full-factor RM-ANOVA,
which revealed a 5-way interaction involving all of our factors
(F (1, 110) = 7.318, p = 0.008, ηp2 = 0.062) with a medium effect size
as quantified by partial eta squared (ηp2 ) [40]. To avoid reporting
spurious lower-order effects that are actually artifacts of this interaction, we proceeded by splitting our data by participant gender.
4.1.1 Male Participants. A RM-ANOVA of male participants’ data
revealed a significant 3-way interaction between the severity of
the norm violation, human interactant gender, and robot gender,
F (1, 60) = 4.137, p = 0.046, ηp2 = 0.064, (Figure 3) suggesting that
male participants preferred male robots that rejected commands
from male interactants for severe norm violations, and dispreferred
female robots that rejected commands from female interactants for
weak norm violations. Specifically, post hoc testing found significantly higher likeability gain for male robots rejecting commands

from male humans for severe norm violations versus both male
(p = 0.005) and female (p = 0.001) robots rejecting commands from
female humans for weak norm violations. Furthermore, the female
robot rejecting a command from the female human gained more
likeability with severe versus weak norm violations (p = 0.014).

Figure 3: Male participants: interaction between norm violation, human interactant gender, and robot gender.
This RM-ANOVA also indicated a significant main effect of human interactant gender (F (1, 60) = 7.658, p = 0.008, ηp2 = 0.113)
suggesting that the robot generally gained more likeability when interacting with a male human, though this trend was only significant
for the male robot rejecting the highly norm violating command
(simple main effect F (1) = 8.318, p = 0.007). There was also a main
effect of norm violation (F (1, 60) = 21.778, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.266).
Specifically, male participants preferred robots that strongly rejected severe versus weak norm violations, though the difference
was only significant when the robot’s gender matched the human
interactant’s gender.
Finally, our RM-ANOVA revealed two 2-way interactions (Figure 4). The first, between robot gender and robot response face
threat (F (1, 60) = 10.259, p = 0.002, ηp2 = 0.146), suggests that
male participants liked the male robot more after it issued strong
rejections, but liked the female robot less after the same behavior
(though post-hoc tests showed no significant pairwise differences).
The second, between severity of norm violation and face threat of
response (F (1, 60) = 11.753, p = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.164), suggests that
robot likeability dropped after rejecting weak norm violations with
high face threat responses (corroborating [23]).

Figure 4: Male participants: interaction of response face
threat with robot gender (left) and norm violation (right).
4.1.2 Female Participants. RM-ANOVA of female participants’ data
revealed a significant 4-way interaction (F (1, 50) = 7.665, p =
0.008, ηp2 = 0.133), so we further split our data, this time by the face
threat of the robot’s response (Figure 5).

RM-ANOVA of low face threat responses revealed a main effect
of norm violation severity (F (1, 50) = 7.121, p = 0.010, ηp2 = 0.125)
suggesting that female participants preferred robots that rejected
severe versus weak norm violating commands. There was also a
2-way interaction between robot gender and human interactant
gender (F (1, 50) = 4.916, p = 0.031, ηp2 = 0.090) suggesting that
female participants preferred robotic noncompliance with humans
of the same gender as the robot (though post-hoc tests revealed no
significant pairwise differences).
RM-ANOVA of high face threat responses revealed a main effect of norm violation severity (F (1, 50) = 21.136, p < 0.001, ηp2 =
0.297) and a 3-way interaction between norm violation severity,
robot gender, and human interactant gender (F (1, 50) = 6.585, p =
0.013, ηp2 = 0.116). Female participants preferred robots that strongly
rejected severe versus weak norm violations, except when both the
robot and human were male, in which case the violation made no
difference. Female participants also preferred robotic noncompliance with humans of the same gender as the robot, though less so
when the norm violation was severe (post-hoc tests again showed
no significant pairwise differences).

Figure 5: Female participants: interaction between robot
gender and human gender given low face threat response
(left); interaction between norm violation, robot gender, and
human gender given high face threat response (right).

4.2

Harshness

A full-factor RM-ANOVA showed significant main effects for both
the severity of the human’s norm violating command, F (1, 110) =
74.401, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.403, and the face threat of the robot’s
response, F (1, 110) = 26.840, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.196. Perceived
robot harshness was higher when the human made the less severe
norm violation and when the robot gave the more face threatening
response. This corroborates previous results for perceived robot
harshness in noncompliance interactions [23].
One-sample Student’s t-tests indicated that the robot was perceived as too harsh when responding to the less severe norm violation with the high face threat response (t(117) = 5.084, p < 0.001),
and as not harsh enough when responding to the more severe norm
violation with the low face threat response (t(117) = −6.385, p <
0.001). In other words, the robot was perceived as inappropriately
harsh when the face threat of its response did not match the severity
of the human’s norm violation, which corroborates previous results
for perceived robot harshness in noncompliance interactions [23].
No such significant differences from appropriate harshness were
found when the robot replied to the severe norm violation with the

more face threatening rejection or to the weaker norm violation
with the less face threatening rejection.

Figure 6: Perceived robot harshness. Horizontal lines indicate appropriate harshness. 95% confidence intervals. Left:
Main effects of the human’s norm violation and the robot’s response. Center: Interaction between robot gender
and participant gender. Right: Interaction between the human’s norm violation and that human’s gender.
A significant two-way interaction was found between participant
gender and robot gender, F (1, 110) = 7.580, p = 0.007, ηp2 = 0.064.
While post hoc tests did not reveal any significant differences between the pairings of participant and robot genders, it appears that
participants viewed robots of the same gender as themselves to be
less harsh than robots of the other gender, as shown in Figure 6.
There was also a two-way interaction between the human’s
norm violation and the human interactant’s gender, F (1, 110) =
4.823, p = 0.030, ηp2 = 0.042. Post hoc testing showed that perceived robot harshness was similar across both human interactant
genders when the human gave the less norm violating command,
but, when the human’s norm violation was more severe, the robot
was perceived as less harsh when rejecting the command from a
male than from a female (see Figure 6). The difference between
the male and female human conditions for the severe norm violation is not significant with Bonferroni correction (p = 0.100), but
is significant with Holm correction (p = 0.033), which some researchers have argued is superior [1]. Regardless of this interaction,
simple main effects indicate that the robot was always perceived
as harsher when the human committed the less severe of the two
norm violations, (F (1) = 66.969, p < 0.001 with male human and
F (1) = 18.077, p < 0.001 with female human).

4.3

Directness

In keeping with previous results [23], participants generally perceived the robot as being too direct during the pretest (t(117) =
8.241, p < 0.001), with mean pretest directness 11.35% above “appropriate directness" (95% CI [8.62% – 14.08%]). An ANOVA showed
a significant main effect of robot gender on pretest directness measures, F (1, 110) = 4.975, p = 0.028, ηp2 = 0.043. Participants generally viewed the female robot as less direct than the male robot
during the pretest.
Directness gain scores (difference from this baseline after each
observed interaction) were analyzed using a full-factor RM-ANOVA.
This analysis revealed a small two-way interaction between the
severity of the human’s norm violation and the face threat of the
robot’s response, F (1, 110) = 5.153, p = 0.025, ηp2 = 0.045 and

large significant main effects of both the human’s norm violation
(F (1, 110) = 43.283, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.282) and the robot’s response
(F (1, 110) = 53.808, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.328). Simple main effects confirmed that gain in directness was higher when the human made
the less severe norm violation across both the robot’s lower face
threat response (F (1) = 36.326, p < 0.001) and the robot’s higher
face threat response (F (1) = 22.068, p < 0.001). Directness gain was
higher when the robot gave the more face threatening response
to both the severe violation (F (1) = 48.327, p < 0.001) and the
lesser violation (F (1) = 24.131, p < 0.001). Our RM-ANOVA also
revealed a main effect of the robot’s gender (F (1, 110) = 4.140, p =
0.044, ηp2 = 0.036). As shown in Figure 7, directness gain was higher
for the female robot than for the male robot. Overall, people viewed
the male robot as too direct in its pretest speech, but not when responding to a norm-violating command, whereas directness stayed
closer to appropriate the whole time for the female robot.

Figure 7: Perceived robot directness gain scores. Horizontal lines indicate pretest ratings. Left: Small interaction between human norm violation and robot response, and the
large main effects of those two factors. Right: Main effect of
robot’s gender. 95% confidence intervals.

4.4

Politeness

Baseline pretest politeness scores suggest that participants generally perceived the robot as being too polite (t(117) = 2.302, p =
0.023), with mean pretest politeness 3.04% above “appropriate politeness" (95% CI [0.42% – 5.66%]). Politeness gain scores (difference
from this baseline after each observed interaction) were analyzed
using a full-factor RM-ANOVA. This analysis revealed large significant main effects of both the severity of the human’s norm violation
(F (1, 110) = 46.973, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.299) and the face threat of
the robot’s response (F (1, 110) = 25.531, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.188). As
expected, more face threatening robot responses were perceived as
less polite, as were robot responses to less severe norm violations.
Our RM-ANOVA also revealed a medium-sized main effect of the human interactant’s gender (F (1, 110) = 9.834, p = 0.002, ηp2 = 0.082).
As shown in Figure 8, the robot was perceived as being too polite
when rejecting commands from male interactants.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our results for perceived robot likeability, harshness, directness,
and politeness demonstrate complex relationships between robot
gender, human gender, and perceptions of robots in noncompliance
interactions. The most complicated of these relationships was for
robot likeability, which showed effects of a five-way interaction
between all of our experimental factors. Male participants preferred

Figure 8: Perceived robot politeness gain scores. Horizontal
lines indicate pretest ratings. Left: Main effects of human
norm violation and robot response. Right: Main effect of human interactant’s gender. 95% confidence intervals.

male robots that rejected commands from male interactants for
severe norm violations, and dispreferred female robots that rejected
commands from female interactants for weak norm violations. Male
participants also appear to have liked the male robot more after it
issued strong rejections, but liked the female robot less after the
same behavior. In contrast, female participants preferred robotic
noncompliance with humans of the same gender as the robot.
For harshness, participants viewed robots of the same gender as
themselves to be less harsh than robots of the other gender, and
perceived the robot as less harsh when rejecting a command from
a male than from a female when the human committed the more
severe norm violation. Participants also viewed the male robot as
too direct in its pretest speech, but not when responding to a normviolating command, whereas directness stayed closer to appropriate
the whole time for the female robot. Finally, the robot was perceived
as too polite when rejecting commands from male interactants.
We see two different overarching stories that can help us to interpret these results. On the one hand, it appears more favorable
to threaten face as a male robot than as a female robot, and more
favorable for the robot to threaten male human face than female
human face. When rejecting commands from the male human, the
robot was perceived as too polite, and, in the case of severe norm
violation, not harsh enough. This suggests that the robot should
have been more face threatening toward men. We draw a similar
conclusion from our likeability results for the male participants.
Male participants also appear to have liked the male robot more
than the female robot for issuing strong rejections. We believe that
this result makes sense in light of human gender research suggesting that women are generally seen as “nicer" than men [17]
(as cited in [41]). Female robots may have been viewed unfavorably for breaking this expectation of niceness. Furthermore, people
more readily perceive men as moral agents and women as moral
patients [48], and thus more readily view men as deserving of moral
responsibility (e.g., blame), and women as deserving of moral consideration (e.g., protection) [32]. Therefore, the female interactant
in our experiment may have been viewed as less deserving of the
robot’s face threatening command rejection than the male.
On the other hand, robots appear to be perceived more favorably when their gender matches that of human interactants and
observers. Our participants perceived the robot as less harsh when
the robot’s gender matched their own gender. Furthermore, female participants rated the robot as more likeable when its gender

matched its human interactant’s gender. This may be due to gender
differences in in-group bias, as women have previously been shown
to have significantly stronger gender-based in-group biases than do
men [42]; female participants may have thus been more critical of
robots threatening the face of humans that appeared to fall outside
their gender-based in-group.
Based on the literature discussed in Section 2, we hypothesized
that female-presenting robots would be viewed less favorably than
male-presenting robots in noncompliance interactions, and our
results roughly supported this hypothesis. We also hypothesized
that male participants would view the robot less favorably, but
our results do not indicate that this was the case. Finally, we hypothesized that the robot would be viewed less favorably when
rejecting commands from a male human, however, we actually saw
approximately the opposite result; robots threatening male face
were viewed more favorably in terms of both politeness and harshness, which we believe has to do with the aforementioned gendered
attribution of moral patiency and moral responsibility.
Limitations and Future Work – Our study focused specifically on
morality-based noncompliance interactions because we believe that
they present a realistic situation in which robots should threaten
human face. However, future work could broaden our understanding of robot gender to other contexts and interactions in which
gendered politeness norms will also likely apply to robots.
Furthermore, we have operated under the assumption, which
is well supported by scientific literature, that binary gendering is
inevitable, or at least extremely likely, for social machines. However,
future work might explore the extent to which robot gendering can
be minimized, the characteristics of artificial agents that cause gendering, and the relationship between human language/culture and
the tendency to gender machines (e.g., it is possible that genderless
languages like Finnish may decrease the tendency to gender machines, whereas languages with grammatical gender like Spanish
may increase this tendency relative to English, which has gendered
pronouns but minimal grammatical gender). Features of language
like grammatical gender have been shown to affect cognition in
regards to gendering of inanimate objects (cf. Alvanoudi and Pavlidou [2]), and it seems likely that this will extend to robots with
minimal gender cues and the gendered norms applied to them.
In addition to gender, people will likely apply other socially
constructed human attributes (e.g., race [4, 47] and class) to robots.
In conceptualizing robotic politeness, we must keep in mind the
influence of these other factors, and that politeness is evaluated
differently within different communities of practice. Thus, different
human interactants may draw different politeness assessments
from the same robot behavior. A complete understanding of robot
politeness norms will require us to understand the intersection
of many socially constructed factors situated within the relevant
communities of practice.
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